11 /3/93
Dear ..arY,
lavingstone is! I've not seen
Our sympathies to you both! W hat a monster that
me and I'll be writing about
the book but Liob Artwohl sent me xeroxes of the pages on
and the enclosed adds to
them. But as I toll you, the states attorney herclas a file
that book!
it. Frederick book dealers have good sense. not one stocks
If he spent 30 pag...sx on Dob, what did he not on you?
is apparent to me that
From the little I've seen, on t144 few pages Boh sent, it
law in what they fed him.
there are those in Dallas who may well have violated some
Even if some may have been lawyers.
Rothermel paid for my
It is a lie, for example that aunt ever gave me
to take a copy of Farewell
air fare, which Louis Ivin would have, when Louis asked me
of my otrn.That was when I
Amercica in manuscript to him. I never had a manuscript copy
That had to come from Paul
was there in 1968 with Latt Herron and a British reporter.
feeding defamatory lies to
unless Sue made it up.Or oi,hers of whom I do not know. But
ural) can find some way of
be rublished should be some kind of crime and 1 hope you(pl
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giving them all what they deserve.
en route to Dave
I
The old man did give me a grocery bag of his propaganda.
it!
Wrone's to speak and gave it all to his students. They loved
very much. I hope you
I kncr; that whatever the um:Afar said about you must hurt
and Buck are taking it as c;e11 an you can.
appreciate copies.
And if :nyone down there writes anything about tie I'll
Our tiove,
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